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What Does Israel’s War Mean for Americans? 
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War erupted in the Middle East over the
weekend, as the terrorist organization
Hamas launched an elaborate and deadly
invasion of Israel. The United States
has already signaled that there’s zero
chance of staying out by moving a
carrier into the eastern Mediterranean.
What are the chances Hamas used
American-made weapons we sent to
Ukraine, and is it possible Russia is involved
via Iran?

Today’s other stories are seen through the prism of what’s happening in Israel. While chaos continues
along our southern border, why are so many military-aged men coming into the U.S.? And while the
Deep State is trying to destroy Trump via lawfare, would the wars that have erupted since Biden
became president have happened under Trump? TNA’s Steve Bonta and JBS researcher Christian
Gomez help break all this down.  

RELATED

Read “Hamas: Tracking the Source of Weapons Used in Attack on Israel.”
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.
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